
For problematic floors...
The fast, cost-saving answer.

BAL
Rapid-Mat
Laying down a new benchmark.

BAL
Rapid-Mat

The uncoupling solution
that cuts your overall costs,
saves you time... and carries
a full BAL 25-year guarantee.

Fast-track tiling on challenging
floors demands something new,
something better.

Laying down a new benchmark.
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BAL
Rapid-Mat
Simply
better

See it for yourself:

Lower project costs

Easier to use

Faster to install

Guaranteed system



BAL
Rapid-Mat
Simple
savings

A new standard in
uncoupling: nothing
else has ever been
this good.
Reduces project costs, easy
to install, needs fewer mixes,
ready to tile immediately...

The fast-track, easy-
install system for tiling
timber, heated screeds
or for most floors subject
to lateral movement
stresses.

Lower adhesive costs
Uses 20% less adhesive than ordinary cavity 
mats, saving you 1.5kg for every single m .

Simple to use
1mm profile avoids over-increasing floor heights, 
easy roll-out and simple gridline cutting guide, 
with additional tapes not required.

Faster to install
Use either way up, no need to fill cavities 
with adhesive, just roll out and start tiling.

Use it anywhere
New screeds, underfloor heating, timber: other suitable 
substrates subject to lateral movement or stress.

Easy to transport
Lightweight design, just 8.5kg per 30m 
roll, for no-fuss carrying and storage.

Fully guaranteed
The only complete 25-year guaranteed system 
solution, when used with BAL recommended products. For full product details, always refer to the Technical Data Sheet.

How fast and easy is it? 
See it for yourself.
To find out just how good BAL Rapid-Mat is, see it in 
action. Simply go to www.see-it-for-yourself.com 
and watch the video.

After seeing the video, get down to your local 
BAL stockist and see it up close. Then, all you 
need to do is try it.

BAL Rapid-Mat
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BAL Rapidset Flexible

BAL Rapidset Flexible

 

Substrate

Needs 20% less adhesive
than cavity mats: SAVE
45kg per 30m roll.

Aunderwood
Highlight
Put 'SAVE' on the last line with the other text so that this message is one complete sentence:...than cavity mats:SAVE 45kg per 30m roll.Also should the entire final sentence be in red rather than just the word save?:SAVE 45kg per 30m roll.-I will leave this up to you!


